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Important Notices; 

Updated Grades @ POWERSCHOOL http://pschool.aaps.k12.mi.us/public/ 
Visit http://ScienceGuyInATie.com for online newsletter & photo’s, etc 
HW Assigned, check http://SGIAT.com assignments section 
New Guy In A Tie Podcast http://GuyInATie.com t 
H&M Cookie Order Due Sept 27 
Parent Conference.  Oct 13th 5-8 Skyline Commons 
Dear Principles of Biomedical Science (PBS) & Human Body Systems (HBS) 
students and parents, 
 I really enjoyed meeting all parents and guardians on Capsule Night.  I usually 
just try to discuss my classroom philosophy and who I am and a general outline of our 
course of study.  I would recommend that you go to ScienceGuyInATie.com for the 
specific questions about Homework, Quizzes, Make-ups, How to do Talk To The Text 
(TTTT) or Two-Column Notes (2CNs) or anything else that you have a question about. 
 Also a HUGE thank you to all that volunteered for the various needs of the 
magnet.  Fundraising, Graduation, Research, Gopher, etc.  Thanks to Ms. Chadwick for 
assisting.   
 Breast Cancer Fundraiser cookie order is due Monday, Sept 27.  The goal was for 
each student to reach was 5.  If we do the magnet will receive food coupons for parties. 
 HBS:  In Human Body Systems students have been involved in understanding 
Identity. Juniors have been investigating the body systems and functions that all humans 
have in common, and then looked at differences in tissues, such as bone and muscle, and 
built their baby (birth certificate issue too!)  Next we move onto Bone Detectives as 
students play the role of forensic anthropologists as they unlock the clues of identity 
found in bone and use restriction analysis and gel electrophoresis to analyze differences 
in DNA. It is a lot of fun to watch students begin to study histology and build upon their 
knowledge of human tissue.  Parents are welcome anytime, if you can’t make it please 
see the slide shows at ScienceGuyInATie.com 
 PBS This week’s summary of PBS provides the foundation and develops the 
theme for the course. Students were engaged by reading about a woman who is found 
dead in the entry to her house. In order to determine how she died my students were 
introduced to seven major human body systems: cardiovascular, digestive, endocrine, 
immune, nervous, respiratory, and urinary. Students then explored the meaning of the 
term system and investigated the interrelatedness of human body systems. Students 
begin to develop effective skills in conducting internet research, documenting 
scientific sources, and summarizing key ideas.  A great start to our magnet!!  

 
LAB COAT will be back Oct 1 just in time for Heart Attack Unit! 
  
Make up and grades.   Remember you only have one week to make up a lab after that the lab is 

cleaned up.  Please see make-up policy online.  Lunch time seems to be working the best for students. 
  

HBS & PBS Word Wall Words: The words for this week are posted 
online.  Very Important. (View ScienceGuyInATie.com for complete list.)   
Students are encouraged to use these words, as they are the terms as identified on 
the 11th grade MME/ACT test and the Project Lead The Way test.  



 
GUY IN A TIE Podcast this week.  Be Careful That You’re Not Practicing Being 
Unhappy.  GuyInATie.com  This is a very common problem with high school 
teenagers yet one that you can be in charge of.  See your thoughts as just thoughts 
and that they can’t hurt you without your consent.  Check out the show over the 
weekend. 
 
What’s My Job What’s Your JOB? After Capsule Night I reflect on the good, bad 

and ugly of the night as honestly, speaking in front of parents in not my favorite 
thing to do. When asked, "What's my job as a teacher or as a parent?" most 
people say something like, "To teach them academics and help create respectful 
and responsible students." I usually disagree with this statement. 

 
It's not a parents or teachers job to create responsible teens. Our job is to 

consistently do the things that give teens an opportunity to become responsible. 
 
If I spend all of my time and energy trying to make students respectful and 

responsible, I open myself up to major power-struggles. It's as if we as teachers 
and parents send an unstated message such as, "All of my self-worth and 
happiness is tied up in how well you behave." This is far too much power for any 
teen to have. Too often, strong-willed teenagers use this power to punish their 
teachers and parents. 

 
In contrast, when we focus on doing the right things and giving our teens, my 

students a great opportunity, we place appropriate responsibility on them and 
they have no battle to fight. The unstated message is much different: "While I 
want very much for you to have a happy and responsible life, I can't make that 
happen for you. You are the one who has to do most of the work." 

 
The only thing we really have complete control over is our choices and ourselves 
 

Since we are working toward the same goal, it is important for us to communicate often. I will 
keep sending home a newsletter on a regular basis informing you of our activities. Please feel 
free (I do like to hear from you) to e-mail (bradleyj@aaps.k12.mi.us) or call (school; 994-6515, 
ext 55448) if you have a question or concern. Writing notes is also a good way to share 
information.  
 
Regards, Mr. Bradley www.ScienceGuyInATie.com bradleyj@aaps.k12.mi.us  
 

 September Life Skill words; Teamwork and Honesty. 
 

 
 


